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CD8+ T cells and neuronal damage: direct and collateral mechanisms of cytotoxicity and impaired electrical excitability ... Tedroff J, Nilsson M, Carlsson ML. Interactions between monoamines ...
A unified model of the pathophysiology of bipolar disorder
making it possible for us to design high-performance self-powered integrated circuit photodetector. The device exhibits large responsivity, high photoconductive gain, excellent detectivity, and fast ...
Inch-sized high-quality perovskite single crystals by suppressing phase segregation for light-powered integrated circuits
Ferroelectric memories, which store data in a bistable electrical polarization state ... is applied onto semiconductor wafers in integrated circuit fabrication. The film is then heated into ...
Start the presses
From a neurobiological perspective, recent electrical recordings and imaging of large neuronal ensembles with single-cell resolution in non-anaesthetized models show that, in contrast to the ...
Clinical and Experimental Insight Into Pathophysiology, Comorbidity and Therapy of Absence Seizures
Wireless battery free and fully implantable tools for the interrogation of the central and peripheral nervous system have quantitatively expanded the capabilities to study mechanistic and circuit ...
Wireless battery free fully implantable multimodal recording and neuromodulation tools for songbirds
Rittal's broad IT infrastructure portfolio will now be combined with powerful liquid-based closed-circuit chillers, free-cooling products, side chillers and indoor chillers from STULZ. Rittal's ...
Rittal and STULZ Launch a Global Partnership of Pioneers
By broadening Zenterio to offer a new end-to-end solution, we are able to provide content providers and operators with the means to deliver popular and compelling services," said Jörgen Nilsson, CEO ...
Zenterio launches partnership with Stream Group
says Rolf Nilsson, CEO of connectBlue ... as well as certified for use in health, safety and medical electrical equipment. connectBlue has provided these wireless solutions to many medical companies ...
connectBlue(TM) Increases Focus in the Wireless Medical Market
The processing flow-sheet will see the tailings re-milled to further expose remaining free gold, followed by treatment through a gravity circuit and finally through a CIP Plant (Carbon in Pulp. The ...
East Africa Announces Tailings Re-processing Operation at Magambazi Initiates
6 RIKEN-MIT Laboratory for Neural Circuit Genetics at the Picower Institute for Learning and Memory, Department of Biology and Department of Brain and Cognitive Sciences, Massachusetts Institute of ...
Memory engrams: Recalling the past and imagining the future
We found that Hedge funds investing in Crypto have had the highest Annual Sharpe Ratio between 1st of March 2020 and 31st of March 2021. AlternativeSoft analysed and compared 1563 Hedge Funds that ...
How to Compare Performance of Hedge Funds Strategies Using NilssonHedge Data by AlternativeSoft
PUFs are circuit primitives that use intrinsic variations of microchips ... device industry’s need for a synthetic platform that can accurately emulate the electrical properties of human skin. Such a ...
2020 Senior Design Presentations Schedule
The new mill facility will consist of a two-stage crushing facility, conveyors, ball mill circuit, gravity concentration ... installation of an electrical transmission line along a previous ...
Equinox Gold Announces Positive Feasibility Study for Castle Mountain Phase 2 Expansion
At chip factories known as 'fabs,' circuits are etched into the silicon ... said Tony Levi, a professor of electrical and computer engineering at the University of Southern California.
Biden's chip dreams face reality check of supply chain complexity
Still, the big question among banks, said Fredrik Nilsson, vice president of the Americas at Axis Communications, a top maker of surveillance cameras, is "what will be the potential backlash from the ...
U.S. banks deploy AI to monitor customers, workers amid tech backlash
Several Swedish World Cup Nordic racers and Olympians have emerged from S:t Mikaelsskolan and Ifk Mora, including Stina Nilsson, who was part of the ... And, of course, the World Cup circuit and a ...
Sutro takes Nordic pursuits to motherland
What: Men’s alpine combined slalom, medal round Why: Because despite his heroics on the world cup circuit ... Caspersen Falla of Norway and Stina Nilsson of Sweden, for gold.
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